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Introducing IKO AccuCut
Another Competitive Edge from IKO!
Now you can have an IKO polyiso board
pre-cut at our factory to the size you need.

What is IKO AccuCut?
IKO AccuCut is our new service of custom-cutting 

polyisocyanurate insulation sheathing (wall and  

roof board) at the plant to specified sizes, while 

creating straight and clean edges that make 

installation easier. Building Envelope and Roofing 

contractors have been asking for this factory-milled 

cutting service, and we’re pleased it’s now available 

across Canada.

At IKO, we rely on innovative ideas from the field  

as well as from within the company. Our network  

of professional contractors is helping us continue  

to lead our industry, as we have been doing for over 

half a century.

What products are available with  
IKO AccuCut?
IKO Ener-AirTM, IKO EnerFoilTM, IKOThermTM, 

IKOTherm IIITM and IKOTherm CoverShieldTM

panels can all be ordered with IKO AccuCut  

custom-cutting1. IKO’s standard 4 x 4 and 4 x 8 foot 

panels (4 x 9 foot panels - Eastern Canada only)  

can be cut into two widths of 24 inches wide each or  

three widths of 16 inches wide each. To accommodate 

metric sizing, widths of 400 mm and 600 mm are 

also available. Thicknesses are not affected and 

range from IKO’s wide selection of 1/2 to four inch 

boards, according to the product chosen.

1IKO AccuCut is NOT available on IKOTherm tapered panels.
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What makes IKO AccuCut  
so much better?
IKO AccuCut panels will save you time, labour, 

money and material on the jobsite, allowing you 

to complete jobs faster so you can take on more 

projects. Less time. Less waste. Less labour.  

More jobs. More profit!

How much does IKO AccuCut cost?
There is a nominal cost for IKO AccuCut. Please 

contact your local Authorized IKO Distributor for 

more details.

How do I order it?
Simply place your order with your local Authorized 

IKO Distributor. Be sure to specify IKO AccuCut and 

the appropriate dimensions, by product. Orders are 

delivered factory-bagged2 on skids (to protect the 

panels in transit) and are clearly labeled with the 

specified dimensions so the right-sized panels can 

be quickly identified. The minimum order quantity 

is one skid3.

What’s the lead-time?
Please allow 2-3 weeks for delivery. Times will vary 

depending on the jobsite’s geographic distance from 

the plant and customer demand.

2The wrap is not meant to provide weather protection. Panels 
should be stored indoors and installed as soon as practical. 
If outdoor storage is unavoidable, slit the wrap to minimize 
condensation inside the packaging, stack the panels on  
pallets at least two inches above ground level and cover them  
with a waterproof tarp.
3The number of panels per skid will vary according to the  
chosen thickness of your panels.



Note: The information in this document is subject to change without 
notice. IKO assumes no responsibility for errors that may appear in  
this document.

Find out more about our products now by talking 

to an IKO Sales Representative, your professional 

contractor or contact us directly at:  

Canada 1-855-IKO-ROOF (1-855-456-7663), 

United States 1-888-IKO-ROOF (1-888-456-7663) 

or visit our website at: www.iko.com
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